The design is described of a parallel version of Tarjan's algorithm for the determination of equivalence classes. The algorithm uses binary semaphores to implement bu ers with one consumer and many producers. It is applied to the determination of connected components in image processing. Experiments show a satisfactory speedup for su ciently large images.
Introduction
In many image processing applications, one of the rst steps is to compute the connected components of an image. The algorithm used is usually a simple breadth rst scanning algorithm, which stems from the corresponding problem in graph theory. The problem with this algorithm, is that it requires a FIFO-queue with a size which is a priori not known, while it is also hard to parallelize it. On the other hand the number of pixels involved is often large, say more than a million, and for real-time applications often several images must be processed per second. It is therefore important to have an e cient parallel algorithm for this task. This is con rmed by the fact there are many articles on parallel image component labelling. Most of these articles aim at distributed memory architectures, e.g., cf. AlP92, Ham94, CRFS94] .
Two classical sequential algorithms that explicitly use the fact that the graph is an image, are given in RoP66, LSZ83] . The main drawback of these algorithms is the use of a large equivalence table. Inspired by these two algorithms and Tarjan's disjoint set algorithm, we here present an algorithm that does not need such a large table, and that can elegantly be parallelized. The sequential algorithm on itself is not new, but as far as we know there does not exist a parallel implementation of this algorithm, which is the main focus of this paper. The algorithm can be implemented on distributed as well as shared memory machines.
Although we are especially interested in the application to images, we present the algorithm for general undirected graphs. In our experience the correct design of such a distributed algorithm requires a careful development of a number of invariants. We veri ed these invariants in a simpli ed setting by means of a mechanical theorem prover.
In the last section we discribe the application to the determination of connected components of images. Since images are usually more or less constant locally, we sketch an optimization that can reduce the number of communications needed signi cantly. The results show that the algorithm makes distribution quite e ective.
Overview. In Section 2 we give the abstract problem and develop a sequential solution. In Section 3, the algorithm is distributed over several processes in an asynchronous way. In Section 4, we specialize to a shared memory architecture with bounded space and semaphores. Section 5 describes the nalization of the algorithm. Section 6 contains the application to image processing. We draw conclusions in Section 7.
2 The problem and a sequential solution Given is an undirected graph (V; E). The aim is to determine the connected components of the graph by means of a distributed algorithm, as a variation of Tarjan's algorithm (cf. Tar83], chapter 2).
We regard E as a (symmetric binary) relation. So, the connected components of the graph are the equivalence classes of the re exive transitive closure E of E. The idea is to represent the components by rooted trees by means of an array variable par : array V of V , which stands for \parent". We postulate that initially par:n = n for all n 2 V .
Let function par* : V ! V be de ned by par*:n = if par:n = n then n else par*:(par:n) . Since V is nite, function par* is wellde ned if and only if the directed graph induced by the arrows of par has no cycles of length > 1. Initially, par* is wellde ned and equal to the identity.
We want to modify par in such a way that par* remains wellde ned, and that we establish the postcondition (8 m; n :: (m; n) 2 E par*:m = par*:n) . In view of this aim, we introduce the equivalence relation CON given by (m; n) 2 CON par*:m = par*:n . We shall modify array par in such a way that relation CON is only extended. We therefore only modify par by assignments of the form par:x := y under one of the preconditions P0(x; y) : (9 n : n 1 : par n :x = y) , P1(x; y) : par:x = x^par*:y 6 = x .
In the case of P0(x; y), node y is an ancestor of x and the assignment par:x := y does not modify the relation CON. The assignment is then called path compression. In case of P1(x; y), node x is a root and not an ancestor of y. Since y becomes the parent of x, relation CON is strictly extended.
Since we do not want to store every unordered pair twice, we assume that relation E is represented by a set el of pairs of nodes via the initial relation E = sym:el where function sym is de ned by (m; n) 2 sym:R (m; n) 2 R _ (n; m) 2 R .
We now introduce the main loop invariant J0 : E = (CON sym:el) . By de nition, J0 holds initially. If el is empty, J0 implies E = CON since CON is an equivalence relation. We therefore take el 6 = empty as the guard of the loop.
Since distributed veri cation of the inequality par*:y 6 = x in P1(x; y) otherwise gives problems, we give the set V a total order and postulate the additional invariant (compare vdS93] p. 261):
J1 : (8 n 2 V :: par:n n) .
We now note that P1(x; y) ( par:x = x^x > y ] .
We therefore decide that the pairs in el are ordered by The inner loop preserves the invariant x y. Moreover, x and y are modi ed within their equivalence classes for CON, or their classes are interchanged. Therefore, the inner loop also preserves the invariant J3 : E = (CON sym:(el f(x; y)g)) .
It follows that the body of the outer loop preserves J0 and J1.
The e ciency of the algorithm can be improved considerably by path compression. The simplest version of this is by extending the nal then branch of algorithm A with par:x0 := y and par:y0 := y, where x0 and y0 are the initial values of x and y, respectively. This optimization preserves all invariants. In the following we usually allow such forms of path compression without making it explicit.
Distribution
We now want to distribute algorithm A over a system of sequential processes, with names p, q 2 Process. We assume that the set V is the disjoint union of sets V:p with p 2 Process and that process p is allowed to inspect and modify par:x if and only if x 2 V:p. We postulate a function owner : V ! Process such that x 2 V:(owner:x) for every node x.
We assume that el is distributed over the processes as well. So, each process has its own set el:p and el is the union of these sets. It is now clear that each process p should repeatedly This program fragment preserves J0^J1^J2.
In this way, the sets el:p become shared variables, bu ers with one consumer and many producers. Process p fetches elements from el:p and other processes may put elements into it.
These actions therefore require communication: the last line of this fragment can be read as \send (x; y) to the process that owns x".
Since communication is expensive in performance, we partition the set el:p into two parts el0:p and el1:p, and assume the invariant el:p = el0:p el1:p with initially (x; y) 2 el0:p x 2 V:p^y 2 V:p . The program for process p now becomes the composition of the two parts A0 and A1. Part A0 needs no further re nement. Part A1 primarily requires termination detection: how to give the boolean variables continue the adequate values?
We assume that process p starts up with initial values for el0:p and el1:p. The combined sizes of the sets el1:p only shrinks. Every process can terminate when the sum of these sizes is zero, but not earlier.
We now attach a unique token t to each pair (x; y) in el1:p. This token serves two purposes: in this section it is used to indicate the originator of the pair (x; y) for the sake of termination detection. In the next section, it will also be used as a location for the pair in a shared data space. The token is sent unmodi ed with the changing pair (x; y) as a triple (x; y; t). When no triple is sent, the token t is destroyed. So, now, the program variable el1:p is replaced by a message bu er el2:p, which contains such triples. Below, el1:p stands for its initial value.
Each token shall belong to the process that creates it. We represent the assignment of tokens to processes by a function where : Token ! Process. Each process gets a private integer variable ctok to count its number of outstanding tokens. Whenever a token is destroyed, a message down is sent to its owner. A process decrements ctok when it receives a message down. When all tokens of all processes have been destroyed, all bu ers el2:p are empty and every process may terminate. We introduce a message stop to signal termination. To decide that all tokens of all processes have been destroyed, we introduce a global counter gc for the number of processes that are initializing or have ctok = 0. So we introduce a shared integer variable gc with initially gc = #Process, and the auxiliary procedure The modi cation and subsequent inspection of the shared variable gc must be executed atomically. Alternatively, procedure gcdown may be regarded as an asynchronous message to a special process that has gc as its only private variable. Recall that in this code p is by convention the acting process. Note that there are three types of messages: stop, down, and triples (x; y; t), and that the message bu ers el2:q are kept implicit.
Remark. There is no logical reason that the tokens are distributed according to their creator. It is well possible to distribute the tokens over arbitrary buckets. This would require, however, synchronous communication between the creating process and the bucket because of the conditional call of gcdown. In any case, distribution according to creator avoids some unnecessary communication.
Bounded shared memory
We now assume that the processes communicate by means of shared memory, and that the size of this memory is bounded. So we shall eliminate all messages. Assume that N is the number of processes and that there is a constant M such that #el1:p M for all processes p. We then need at most N M tokens, and we can use the set of tokens as the address space for the bu ers el2:p. We choose to store the triple (x; y; t) always at address t. We use a shared variable head:q as the head of a list for process q where other processes can write.
Again this list is initially empty, i.e., head:q = nil. Thus, conceptually, el2:p is the catenation of the lists headed by head:p and head0 of process p. gate:q + wait:q + (# r :: crit(q; r)) = 1 , where crit(q; r) means that process r is in one of the procedures sendTask, atBu er, setFree, and that it is in a critical section surrounded by a P action and a V action with a semaphore indexed by q. Note that, when r is waiting at P(wait:q), we have q = r and crit(q; q) does not hold.
It follows from the invariant (K0) and the form of the procedures that every state is eventually followed by a state where gate:q = 1 or wait:q = 1. In order to show that a process, say q, waiting at P(wait:q), is released eventually, we have to ensure the guard nb:q 0 in sendTask, and therefore use the invariant (K1) q at P(wait:q) ) nb:q 0 .
In order to show that a state with wait:q = 1 is eventually followed by a state with gate:q = 1, we use the invariant (K2) wait:q = 1 ) q at P(wait:q) .
We veri ed the invariants (K0), (K1), (K2) in a simpli ed setting by means of the theorem prover Nqthm of BoM88]. The proof of preservation of (K0) is easy. The proofs of preservation of (K1) and (K2) require some auxiliary invariants. For example, to prove (K1) we additionally need the invariants q at V (gate:q) ) nb:q = ?1 , q at P(wait:q)^r at \nb:q := nb:q + 1" ) nb:q = ?1 , q at P(wait:q)^gate:q = 1 ) nb:q = ?1 , r at V (gate:q)^q 6 = r ) nb:q > 0 .
Here we use statements as program locations in order not to clutter the code unnecessarily. In the proof of (K2) we use the invariants r at V (wait:q) ) q at P(wait:q) , gate:q = 1^nb:q < 0 ) q at P(wait:q) , nb:q < 0 ) wait:q = 0 . We introduce an additional semaphore to implement gcdown gs : Binary Semaphore , initially gs = 1 ; procedure gcdown () = We assume that process names are numbers with Process = 0 . . N ?1, and that function where is given by where:t = t div M.
We now give the program for the processes. Each process gets private variables x, y, t. Now the shared memory program fragment A1 for process p becomes This very e cient loop is made possible by the invariant J1. It is not clear, however, how algorithm B can be distributed e ciently.
Yet when the graph is very large, distributed harvesting may be indicated. To enable this, we decide that in harvest time the array par shall not be modi ed anymore, and that all processes are allowed to inspect it. We are willing to accept that the components will not be numbered consecutively. We thus modify algorithm B by introducing a separate array out : array V of integer , and we let the processes perform C: for all n 2 V:p do in increasing order if par:n = n then out:n := n elseif par:n 2 V:p then out:n := out:(par:n) else h := par:n ;
while par:h 6 = h do h := par:h od ; out:n := h od . In this way, the connected components of the graph are characterized by a unique representing element, which is the root of the par tree.
Application to Image Processing
In this section we focus on the application to image processing. We look upon an image as a two-dimensional array im (although we could equally well consider other dimensions), with an implicit underlying grid. We consider the case of 4-connectivity, meaning that pixels (except for boundary pixels) have four neighbours (north, east, south, west). Two neighboring pixels that have the same image value, are considered to be in the same connected component. So, the graph considered has the pixels as nodes, and two pixels are connected i they are neighbours and have the same image value.
Since the graph under consideration is a rectangular regular one, we can simply distribute it over processes by splitting it in equally sized slices. We have decided to distribute the image on the rst coordinate of a pixel. Each process p has two private variables lwb:p, and upb:p, which denote the lower bound and the upper bound respectively, of its private image slice. The test (x; y) 2 V:p therefore becomes lwb:p x < upb:p.
Since the graph induced by the image is static and regular, we do not have to build the edge-sets el:p. The parallel algorithm consists of three phases.
In the rst phase, algorithm A0 is applied on the image slices. This is performed in a scan-line fashion, in which for pixel (x; y) only the pixels (x; y ? 1) (north) and (x ? 1; y) (west) need to be inspected.
In the middle phase, algorithm A1 is applied to edges which cross the boundaries of the distribution. Since we deal with images, a very e ective optimization can be used to reduce the sizes of the bu ers el:p. If this is the case, the algorithm has already inserted the corresponding equivalence in el:p in the previous scanline, and so we can disgard the edge. Otherwise we have to insert the tuple in the bu er el:p. From empirical experiments we discovered that for natural images (camera made images) this optimization can reduce the size of the bu ers by 90%. This optimization is used in the initializing for loop of A1, while the remainder of A1 is left unmodi ed. In the nal phase, we use the harvesting routine C, to compute the output image. Practical Results. In Figure 1 we see a black-and-white (thresholded) aerial photo of a part of the city of Groningen. The image size is 2048 2048 pixels. We ran the algorithm a hundred times on a Cray J932 computer, which is a shared memory machine with 32 processors. The results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 . T n stands for the total computation time in seconds for 100 runs on n processors; avg. cpu is the average number of active processors as reported by the machine. It turns out that the running time of the algorithm is hardly dependent on the content of the image. For most camera made images, the algorithm runs in approximately the same time. However, for some (pathological) arti cially generated images the performance drops signi cantly. Up to about 8 processors we see an almost linear speedup. If we continue using more processors, we see a slight drop in the e ciency as a result of relative increase of communication with respect to the computational task. However, an e ciency of more than 60% using 16 processors is a very good result. We have described a parallel version of Tarjan's algorithm for equivalence classes that is wellsuited for the connected components problem in image processing. The algorithm scales quite well, even though the semaphores used have a poor e ciency.
